NASMUCH as Amherst and Williams are hard at work preparing strong teams for the Intercollegiate Meet, Technology should awake to the necessities of the situation and use every effort to bring out the best athletes. Although we won last year with a good margin, the uncertainties of a field day are very great, and those events of which we feel most sure may be captured by dark horses from the more obscure colleges, leaving a comparatively clear field to our stronger rivals. Brown especially shows signs of strength even at this early date, and promises decided improvement in track events. Amherst and Williams are systematically developing teams, and many men are already in close training. Such enterprise and perseverance stands out in glaring contrast to our present semi-dormant condition. There is no reason why Technology should not succeed in track athletics and field events, and there is every reason why earnest and continued effort should be made to win the Intercollegiate Meet. Now is the time for men to commence work at the Gymnasium and infuse some enthusiasm into the training; hard work, and hard work alone, will keep the championship cup in Boston another year.